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A Spectacular 21st Century Economic Collapse of The First Slave Society in The Caribbean During an 

Exodus to Our African Ancestral Land, while Battling Quislings (cont'd) Updated April 2, 2024

 

    by Yolande Grant

Copyright ⓒ 2024. All Rights Reserved.

p.24 The whole saga showed itself as detrimental and injurious to thousands of terrified students throughout

individual islands. The institution's mouthpiece continued to blame everyone within range. From the students to

the teachers and everything from Covid-19 to whatever their minds could fathom, for the blatant screw-up.

While declining to accept liability or apologize, despite many unanswered questions and managed to avoid their

duty. The massive fallout from this ongoing debacle of gigantic proportions reached such a high degree of

discontent, it earned governments the unwanted distinction of lacking intellect, and with no ability to sanction

the guilty. By January 7, 2021, the matter was not resolved sufficiently. A regional commission of inquiry into

CXCs multiple facilities was demanded, as the loss to students is monumental but unreasonably taken lightly,

as they adamantly refused to release “raw scores and student transcripts” but the committee comprised of

parents still requested evidence and were then left with no choice but to explore legal options because of what

was termed the perceived endangerment of their children’s future by CXC.

 

p. 25 The pandemonium finally culminated in the aggrieved announcing on January 19, 2021, that all queries

were rebuffed. The disrespect prompted the body of parents to take the organization to court after no

settlement, or acceptable answers about the methodology behind the grading of that year’s regional paper were

forthcoming.   This action garnered support from other regional groups. UNICEF entered the fray in May and

urged CXC to do right by the students. The avoidable mental anguish and loss of opportunities for students

resulted in and provoked a lawsuit. No matter the numerous pledges leaders make, citizens can expect the

same results. With no care for adverse outcomes in situations that retard the advancement of young people.

Even if it appears that continuous historical deceptions cause harm to the population.
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No meaningful importance or urgency is attached to fulfill the treacherous promises made in the manifestos of

untruths known as a vehicle of false hope used on the way to enter the parliament. At the same time

shamelessly claiming high intelligence. Yet these public servants expertly, and with determination navigate

around obligations and only selfishly protect certain non-black special interest groups. Those affected can

place the blame for this and other deliberate blunders squarely on the shoulders of each successive

government elected since 1966. Particularly in Barbados’ case.

A Spectacular 21st Century Economic Collapse of The First Slave Society in The Caribbean During      

an Exodus to Our African Ancestral Land, while Battling Quislings

 

    by Yolande Grant     

Not one government ever once tried to rearrange, through total eradication of the defective embodiment of a

Black human rights violating slave society and, in its place, introduce a radical transformation of the education

system, to bring about economic freedom, greater privilege and relief to the young who are the future of the

nation. Especially not when they validate devious actions and cannot say it is against their will in such

instances of societal degradation. The Prime Minister stated how comfortable they would feel self-governing, in

a recent substantial international media splash during September 2020. While detailing the objective to remove

the archaic monarchical rule from the island after over three centuries but seemed reluctant to part with and

ready to voluntarily retain the same toxic, demoralizing colonial perception that runs counter to the

enhancement and healthy survival of Black/Africans. The British High Commission advised them to do what is

best for the people and wished the administration good luck.

The Masters

Jazz Images Courtesy Keven Reynolds 
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A Spectacular 21st Century Economic Collapse of The First Slave Society in The Caribbean During        

an Exodus to Our African Ancestral Land, while Battling Quislings

 

    by Yolande Grant  

With all the preparations for a republic heating up, the management never thought it necessary to create a

blueprint for new African inspired culturalism and broad-based re-education before publicizing the elaborate

plans with such flair and causing it to become a multinational talking point. Nevertheless, they all seem

enthusiastic to initiate and superimpose a republic on an ongoing slave society. The elected have no available

defense to blame the opponents’ clones for the present-day predicament.

The 21st century leadership are all well-armed with tools not  available to 1800s abolitionists. Neither do they

face the same extreme levels of barbarism, p.27 or the accompanying genocidal activities experienced by the

original inhabitants of the continent, throughout lifetimes. It is evident that unstable modern-day managers are

willing to utilize every improved policy devised by the symbols of our ancestors’ losses, torture, agony and

death, to continue. With an added, twisted version of deep-seated foulness against surviving ascendants.

While they, as leaders, establish degraded principles as weapons on the society and can no longer allege that

they are not the ones intentionally executing new age dictatorial methods.  It is incumbent upon dependent

small island governments to accept culpability for the decades-long human rights-violating measures. The

most vicious forms of assault made against people who do not have the will and determination to stand up

and speak out loudly against never ending financial and social bondage. The concomitant institutionalized

racism is still used as an instrument of menace against anyone of African extract, including senior citizens and

newer generations.
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A Spectacular 21st Century Economic Collapse of The First Slave Society in The Caribbean During        

 an Exodus to Our African Ancestral Land, while Battling Quislings

 

    by Yolande Grant 

Particularly after the extended patterns of psychological and economic beat down by those elected in

collusion with a tiny minority of the most brutal racists and unsavory characters found in this age on some

islands. There is no justification for leaders declining to take a stand in support of those who nominated them.

Their unwillingness to show resistance against demonstrations of blue-printed supremacy by meddlers is a

problem of their creation that they can proudly own.  The focus to maintain a well-organized, despicable

chauvinistic conventionality at the majority’s civil and fiscal expense has after much misuse, ended in

calamity. As narrated by Professor Beckles who explained in detail: out of all the societies in the western

hemisphere that were inhabited by enslaved people. The small isle was the first and only one in existence

based entirely on a theory of the complete slave society in an overpowering, confined space.

With no substitute or room made for expansion and growth into other lucrative areas of progress or

development devised, except for total human enslavement, and an overdependence on tourism. Where

minority opportunists use every criminal endeavor to enrich themselves enabled by black governments.
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Wonderful Ethiopians of the Ancient Kushite Empire: Chapter V. Prehistoric Kemet (Egypt), The 

Land of Wonders

Drusilla Dunjee Houston

1876-1941

The armies of ancient Kemet (Egypt) were led and

very largely manned in the days of her supremacy

by the Ethiopian element, which today is much

more warlike than the fellah. Egyptians make

themselves cripples to escape military service. This

would also lead us to decide that it was the Old

Race, not these, who extended themselves over so

great an area of the ancient world. Because of

mistreatment the Egyptian of today resorts to

fraud, trickery, and subterfuge, that is easily

detected. Kushite-Kemeteyu (Nubians) are frank

and honest. We have every reason to see why the

nature of the Egyptian can be no better. Niebhur

says, "When we reflect that ancient Kemet (Egypt)

has been successively subdued by Persians,

Greeks, Romans, Arabians, and Turks, and has

enjoyed no interval of tranquility or freedom but has

been p. 75 constantly oppressed and pillaged, we

need not be surprised that agriculture has been

ruined or that her cities have declined. The

population is decreasing, and the inhabitants of

this fertile country are miserably poor.

The exactions of the government leave him nothing

remaining to lay out in the improvement or culture of

his land, and many unhappy restraints render it

impossible for him to engage in any lucrative

occupation. They are reduced to a small number

compared to the Arabs who have poured like a flood

over the country." The mass of Egyptians live in a mere

hut or heap of clods dug out of a neighboring ditch. A

few cakes of durrah suffice to nourish him. 1 Reclus

says, "The Retu still greatly resemble their fathers, in

spite of interminglings, the Copts are still known as the

people of Sahu (Pharaoh). Under the Ptolemies they

must have been greatly mixed. The Copts concentrate

chiefly in Upper Egypt. They possess whole villages to

themselves. In the towns they are artisans, money

changers, and employers. They marry later than other

Egyptians and regard more the family ties and their

children. The old Coptic language, key to the

hieroglyphics, is no longer spoken anywhere. Since the

seventeenth century, Arabic is the general language

throughout Egypt, simply the language imposed upon

them by conquerors.
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Wonderful Ethiopians of the Ancient Kushite Empire: Chapter V. Prehistoric Kemet (Egypt), The 

Land of Wonders

Drusilla Dunjee Houston

1876-1941

Scribes and notaries are found among the

Copts.They constitute the lower official class and

are p. 76 decidedly voracious and more corrupt

than the Turkish officials themselves. Copts are

somewhat darker than Arabs. Their hair is of a soft

woolly texture, their noses short and their lips wide.

They are supposed to be the direct descendants of

the Pharaohs and are about one sixteenth of the

population of Egypt. Reclus thinks they do but little

credit to those ancient sovereigns. (Africa, Vol. I,

Reclus.) Modern research is leading us to the belief

that culture was spread in Kemet (Egypt) from the

south, especially from Meroe. The country was first

ruled over by contemporary kings, who were at war

with each other. At last the common difficulties in

harnessing the Hapy Eteru (Nile) united them under

Menes 5500 years B. C. For a thousand years the

capital remained at Memphis. This was the Old

Kingdom, the period of the (Mer Khut (Pyramid)

builders.Sayce found the shape of the skulls

subsequent to the Sixth Dynasty different from those

that preceded it.This was a period of absolute

decadence and must represent the domination of

some other race in which time the monuments are

silent as to any true achievement. It must have been

during this silent period that Ethiopia turned from

continued colonization in Kush-Kemet (Egypt) to send

her swarms westward into the European continent and

spread out into that broad band of nations that

extended from India to Spain and in whom Huxley said

there was a common origin. Sayce tells us in Ancient

Empires that with the passing of the Old Empire the

religion of Egypt p. 77 became gloomy and that in art

the light-hearted freedom of the Ethiopian was gone.
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Wonderful Ethiopians of the Ancient Kushite Empire: Chapter V. Prehistoric Kemet (Egypt), The 

Land of Wonders (reposted)

  

Hoskins infinitely preferred the pyramids of Meroe

for their elegance of architectural effect to those

of Gezeh. He viewed the ruins of Meroe as the last

architectural efforts of a people whose greatness

had passed away. These rulers were fully

Ethiopian in feature and hair. In their titles was the

name Amen-Ra. Some of the largest temples of

Nubia were built by this line of kings and queens.

The power of Tarkaka and Pankhi who subjugated

Egypt is attested by the sculptured reliefs of the

scenes of their battles. In XXII Dynasty of Egypt,

the country having become so intermingled with

foreign blood, the main body of the priests of

Amen, who had ruled so long at Thebes,

emigrated into Ethiopia. Favors shown foreigners

so displeased the military class that they deserted

in a body to Ethiopia, 240,000 soldiers. Pharaoh

made overtures to them, but they would not

return. These were the former ruling class of

Egypt returning to the land and culture from which

they had originated. The term Nubia was unknown

to the ancients. Everything south of Kemet (Egypt)

was called Ethiopia, the land of the dark races.

Though the local traffic is small, a very large

caravan trade still passes through Nubia between

Central Africa p. 64 and Egypt. The Nuba tribes of

Kordofan seem to constitute the original stock.

The Nile Nubas are closely allied to the Nubas of

Kordofan who are admittedly, says Britannica

(Vol. XVII. Nubia.), of Negro stock and speech, so

the Nile Nubas must be regarded as essentially a

Negro people. The Hapy Eteru (Nile)  above Kemet

(Egypt) has always been occupied by this people.

Many Nubians are artisans, small dealers, porters

and soldiers in Kemet (Egypt) where they are

noted for their honesty and cheerful and frank

temperaments. The native tongue is very

sonorous and expressive. It is of distinctly Negro

character.

Art & Jazz Images Courtesy Keven 

Reynolds
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These Barbarians in Nubia are labored agriculturists,

faithful, obedient, cleanly and Keane insists that nearly

all of them understand arithmetic and know howAmen-

Ra, from whom a long line of Kushite-Kemetyu

(Egyptian) monarchs descended, was an Kushite

(Ethiopian) god.He was the most terrible of the

Egyptian gods to look upon, with his blue-black

complexion. Ancient Kushite-Kemetyu (Egyptians)

were as determined to represent him as black that they

produced a singular black effect by laying on a dead

black color and treating it with blue through which the

black remained visible. The Soudan in those ancient

days was considered as but a continuation of Kemet

(Egypt). The greatest of the Soudanese gods ranked

with the Egyptian gods. Thotmes III of Egypt called p.

65 himself royal son of the land of the south. His son,

Amenhotep, appears on the reliefs of the temple of

Thelmes making offerings to the Kushite Kemetyu

(Nubian) gods. to read and write. Many Nubians recall

the Retu type upon the Egyptian monuments. These

people of old Ethiopia wear today the plaited turned up

beard of the Egyptian gods and a style seen in

Etruscan sculptures. 

London

London Photos Courtesy of Cuz

View of St. Thomas & St. George

Condo View
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Reclus tells us that at Dongola, the capital of Nubia,

is the ruin of one of the largest and finest

specimens of ancient architecture. The columns are

as elegant as those of Greek temples. The crests of

the neighboring rocks are crowned with towers and

strongholds and walls of ancient entrenched

camps. Nubian castles differ but little from those of

the Rhine. They were both built by the descendants

of the Kushite dolmen builders. These Kushite-

Kemetyu (Nubian) castles are the remnants of a

feudal system similar to that of Europe. This system

is still alive in Abyssinia today. In the Nubian

castles the battlements, keeps and roofs are all

broader at the base than at the summit and all the

towers are conical. Ramses II built wonderful

temples in Nubia, the rock hewn temple of Abu

Simbel for simple grandeur and majesty is second

to none in all Egypt. He built another temple to

Amen-Ra at Napata. The Harvard expedition found

the ancient Ethiopian kingdom had been called Seba

or Sheba. It was that part of the empire from which

the Queen of Sheba had come with rich gifts to

Solomon. Josephus, the Jewish historian called her

a queen of Kush-Kemet (Egypt) and Ethiopia. This

was in the ages when Kush-Kemet (Egypt) probably

was the Two Lands.
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Wonderful Ethiopians of the Ancient Kushite Empire: CHAPTER VI.

KUSH-KEMET (EGYPT) AND HER "GOLDEN AGE."

 

There are few voices to be heard underrating the greatness of Kush-Kemet (Egypt). Reclus declares, that when

the whole of Europe was still overrun by savage tribes, that have left no records behind them, Kush-Kemet

(Egypt) existed as a civilized power of greatness. Astronomical observations, arithmetic, geometry,

architecture, all the arts, and nearly all the sciences, and industries of the present day, were known when the

Greeks were still cave men. The origin of the sciences and many moral precepts, still taught from the wisdom

of the ancients were recorded upon the Kush-Kemet (Egyptian) papyri or on the monuments. The very groove of

our present thought had its origin upon the banks of the Hapy Eteru (Nile). (The Earth and Its Inhabitants.

Africa.--Vol. 1. p. 207.) Earlier works of art show the Kushite-Kemetic (Egyptians) to have been a kindly people

who did not believe in charms. As the ages succeeded and Kush-Kemet (Egypt) became mingled with other

races, her arts declined, she seemed to forget the meaning of her religion, and finally only animal worship

remained.

Reclus continues, "So ancient is the civilization of Kush-Kemet (Egypt), that it is known by virtue of its

decadence. The most powerful epoch is the most ancient known to us. After Ramses II there p. 80 was a

rapid decline in art." Unlike the eastern rulers no one had the power of life and death over their subjects, the

life of the Sahu (Pharaoh) was prescribed by religious rule. The rights and property of his subjects were

protected by law. In the earlier creative days Kush-Kemet (Egypt) attained some arts not yet equaled and

some that today are lost. They, perhaps, developed embalming, because of the dampness of the soil from

the rising Hapy Eteru (Nile). Embalming enabled them to better preserve the body. Sayce described the

statue of Khaf-Re in the museum of Gizeh as a living portraiture. There is a sublime charm about it. The work

is of exquisite finish; yet it is carved out of diorite rock, the hardest of hard stone. The stone mason of today

possesses no tools with which to work it.
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EDITORIAL

 

"WE HAVE NO FRIENDS IN CARICOM" - Says Haiti 

As Caricom is Locked Out of Ayiti

 

By Yolande Grant

It was indeed disheartening in March of 2024 to hear Haiti the first and only country to free our Caribbean

Afrikan ancestors and the world from the horrors and terror of chattel slavery finally come to the brutal

realization they have no friends in Caricom. As everyone knows. Those who present themselves for leadership

in the region are opportunists on a personal quest to promote themselves to star hood using Ayiti or any other

weapon they can find.

Fake Pan Afrikanists

We are well aware that a fake pan afrikan world was created in Barbados in the 1970s by both colonial

governments to deter and trap pro-Afrikan minds from coming forward to research and teach our real Afrikan

history and arm us with the knowledge needed for sovereignty. This anti-Afrikan strategy backfired

spectacularly in the most recent Haiti disturbance. The impostors unmasked themselves to the world as

enemies of the people, their nefarious actions exposed by Haitian freedom fighters. With the Barbados Prime

caught in the middle of an alleged questionable role. 

 

Absolutely No Entry To Our Pan Afrikan World

Within the last two years messages were sent warning no one will be allowed access to Haiti. Kenya was told

repeatedly to stay away. The pretend pan africanists operating out of Barbados were never going to see

themselves welcomed with open arms. Since that massive embarrassment to Barbados' overblown egos. I

requested from those I discourse with that under no circumstances should any government, politician, or lawyer

from Barbados or any other Caribbean island gain entry to our Pan Afrikan world. The petition was made to

specifically exclude Caricom ambassadors. The decision was reached to cut off any danger posed. And prevent

the abuse and misuse of tools and information available to us as Pan Afrikanists. Perpetrated by shallow

governments with peculiar ambitions. Politicians who initially and with malice aforethought, for the last

century: hid our history and ancestry to ensure we never find ourselves or our true identities. An easy, satisfying

and eternal prohibition clamping down on black traitor bloodlines as they have no connection to our ancient

Afrikan source and never will. A preventative to self-serving missions attached to massacres, must be avoided

at all costs. The dysfunction found in small colonial parliaments with their reckless behavior which ultimately

put the lives of soldiers from Barbados, the wider region and police from Kenya in imminent danger of

immediate death upon entry to Haiti. If the country had not been locked down. Which then became a definite

and alarming wakeup call. The refusal of entry to our world is a permanent lock out and ban for puppet minion

governments in keeping with the methods used to bar us from our ancestral realm for the last 100 years.
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EDITORIAL

"WE HAVE NO FRIENDS IN CARICOM" - Says Haiti 

As Caricom is Locked Out of Ayiti

 

By Yolande Grant

Doubly so since the colossal failures called politicians voluntarily unveiled and captured themselves through a

pariah view lens of their own volition. If there is any deluded attempt to forcefully enter our Pan Afrikan world.

Any such aggression will be met with the full force of ancestral powers. Heavily brought down to bear on the

trespassing interlopers. The destructive motor mouths who are now all trapped in an alternate world of their

own creation, design, and unable to adequately function. A world of delusions from which there is no  escape.

The defeated, failed, fake pan afrikan Caricom politician must never have access or details to our dimension

to monetize for self-gain or to satisfy their famous saboteur nature; and neither should their imps, pimps,

yardfowls or useless breather supporters of crimes against their own humanity, benefit either. The slave

minded are their worse enemy and endanger everyone around them. Politicians already deemed by the public

as "the arrogant and insignificant Caricom should not be menacing our dear sister nation with threats of war.

Rather, it should be menacing Haiti with practical assistance such as food aid, bringing in hygiene facilities,

and other areas which will bring incremental changes to the quality of life to Haitians " - TLSN.

 

 

A Real Pan Afrikanist

Dr. Naledi Pandor out of South Afrika is not a pretender or predator. Dr. Pandor is an unassuming genius who

knows her place as a public servant and Pan Afrikanist of long-standing. No one wants pretending pan

afrikanists around them to cost lives and distort the future for Haitians and the Afrikan ascendants scattered

across the region and wider Americas. This degraded and non-progressive philosophy must see an

immediate end. Certain things cannot be faked.   The Haitian freedom fighter rightly asked the Caricom

pretender politicians if "they have no shame." A profound, poignant, pointblank question loaded with truths

and a lengthy history of alleged criminal betrayal of Caribbean Afrikans, by shifty politicians, for which they

have become quite the celebre. Caricom mouthpieces need to sit down and stay out of Haiti and Afrikan

business, since they are NOT Afrikans. They are neither wanted nor needed by anyone except their masters.
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EDITORIAL

"WE HAVE NO FRIENDS IN CARICOM" - Says Haiti 

As Caricom is Locked Out of Ayiti

 

By Yolande Grant

Our Survival

In order for us to survive the current onslaught, as circulated in audio where the usual Judases of Caricom

are accused of allegedly plotting and shaping our demise in an act of the  alleged human rights crime of

genocide. It is imperative we permanently rid our lives as a collective of black traitor bloodline politicians to

save our generations. Politicians who are so shallow, treacherous and trifling they are owned as the anti-

Afrikan weapons of multiple slave masters. As Professor Jemima Pierre of Haiti alluded, Haiti should "leave

Caricom." In my opinion they have nothing to offer, are merely a group of begging, borrowing dependents

and rabid neocolonialists who must follow orders from their masters. A recipe for forever developing but

never   becoming actually developed. They are none of them geniuses and follow a script of stagnating,

suffocating destruction. While inserting their own version of horror and terror to the mix as add-ons and

blaming it on their masters. Haiti does not need them, no one does.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Politicians who are so cursed on the earth that everything they touch turns to toxic waste. It is vitally 

important we indelibly remove ourselves from the sinking orbit of parliament dwellers and never replace

them with anyone who is hesitant to give up the entire 80-year-old alleged political criminal enterprise to

international law enforcement   so we may save our lives and that of our future generations. I personally

would not want to be under management of these self-hating, insignificant, lower intellect types. Neither

would I want my children and grandchildren subjected to incompetent mis-leadership, misdirecting them to

their deaths.
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EDITORIAL

"WE HAVE NO FRIENDS IN CARICOM" - Says Haiti 

As Caricom is Locked Out of Ayiti

 

By Yolande Grant

No "Red Bag of Evidence."

Unlike leading up to election 2018 and just after. There will be no acceptance of a "big red bag of evidence"

used as a prop to pretend to lock up the corrupt. And wielded as a carrot and stick to commit even more

alleged crimes against the population and treasury. There will be no successful mini-me wannabe empire

built, no Bokassa 2.0 beast of prey rampaging through our lives for personal aggrandizement in the style of

dictators. The Senegalese population only this month rid their lives of politicians with such nefarious

ambitions.

 

No Game Playing to Take Control of a Crime Scene

As things stand right now. The politicians now advocating for change. And rightly exposing the crime wave

that the parliament has allegedly always been. With information surfacing that there is an alleged drug war

within the confines of the cabinet environs. The Opposition now has the upper hand. A rare advantage

presented itself and the opposing side vowed to  shut down the crime spree. But people expect a follow

through to the end. And not abruptly stop upon successfully entering the parliament as is the modus

operandi of tag team governments. With the added temptation to take over. Or they too will find themselves

under intense scrutiny. It will be highly unforgivable to not banish this backward organization. And for

allowing  the continuation of the alleged criminal syndicate officially and legally created in 1940. There is

more than enough time left to the next election to strip down and expose all cabal members. While making

absolutely sure there is not the tiniest remnant of a mob to reorganize. There is no excuse to not end the

nearly hundred-year-old alleged documented criminal activity. And all its dangerous, to the population,

structures. Amen Ra
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PHOTO GALLERY  

The Black Belly Sheep. A mixture between

the African sheep and the European wooly

sheep. As a child I was fortunate to observe

the transformation. From a robust Afrikan

sheep with a Euro wooly exterior that

eventually dropped off, Then finally evolved

to Black Belly. The sheep were bred for dry

climates. They will never do well in swampy

wetlands. Commonsense dictates once the

sheep is bred to adapt to different environs

there is no problem. It is much more

difficult for the sheep to acclimatize via

exportation rather than insemination.

View of St. Thomas from Shop Hill
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The Kushite Origins of Sumer And Elam

 

By Runoko Rashidi

 

The Sumerians called themselves the Black-headed people

and they must have been only one of the many Nilotic

Kushite colonies established in early Asia. In addition to

the biblical reference to Nimrod as a son of Kush, the

mighty hunter has identified with Osiris of the Nile Valley. 4

Diodorus Siculus of Sicily, in the section of his work

devoted to Kush, reported that Osiris was the leader of the

Kushite colony that settled in Egypt. The distinguished

nineteenth century British antiquarian and Egyptologist,

Gerald Massey, concurs with Diodorus adding that, “in Kam

or Kush, the Black race was the primeval parentage. The

name was continued by Kam in Egypt, Kush, Mizraim, Phut

and Kanaan represent the four branches in four different

directions; and Nimrod is the typical leader in Sumeri-

Nimrod the son of Kush, of the Black race. “6 The Greeks

and Romans called the Kushites “Ethiopians” and were at

least somewhat cognizant of their vast domains. Early

observers, such as Ephorus, expressly stated that, “The

Ethiopians occupied all the southern coasts of both Asia

and Africa. “7 Homer describes the Ethiopians as “divided,”

and dwell in at the ends of the earth, towards the setting

and rising son. “Stabo adds that Greeks…designated the

whole southern countries towards the ocean…on the

coasts of both Asia and Africa, as Ethiopian.
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